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Practically, informatics is a necessary skill for European students to get the 
informatics-intensive jobs of the 21st century. Educationally, informatics is an 
invaluable intellectual tool for developing essential conceptual skills that will 
serve students through their careers and through all areas of work.  

3 The state of informatics education 
Given the importance of informatics as the scientific and engineering basis for 
the information society, and the ubiquitous political discourse about the 
importance of innovation, high technology and IT, one might expect that 
informatics education would by now have found its natural place in the 
curriculum of industrialized countries, particularly in Europe. Unfortunately and 
paradoxically, this is not the case. In fact, informatics education has retreated 
in most European curricula since pioneering efforts in the 1970s and 1980s. 

In the US, reports by the ACM and the Computer Science Teachers 
Association (CSTA) [2] showed that while some progress has been made in 
digital literacy, informatics education lags sorely behind. 

Various European countries had introduced successful informatics elements 
into their curricula starting in the 1970s, but in many cases these efforts have 
been dropped due to insufficient awareness of the importance of informatics 
and the frequent misunderstanding that digital awareness is all that needs to 
be taught. The forthcoming supplementary reports will provide country-by-
country descriptions of the state of affairs, based in part on the direct 
experience of committee members. 

The needs, context and history of computing in each country are indeed 
different, and each should devise its specific curriculum solution. The general 
requirements and principles are the same, however, and considerable 
country-independent material is available to help devise national informatics 
curricula. The next section highlights such material and presents the 
committee’s conclusions on what a successful curriculum should include. 

4 Principles for an effective informatics curriculum 
The committee performed a comprehensive review of the considerable 
existing material on building informatics curricula, including among many 
others the  (UK) Royal Society report [7], the CSPrinciples site, Snyder [1, 2], 
the Computing at Schools Initiative [5], and the work of the CSTA. Two major 
conclusions follow from that review. 

The first is the sheer number of existing experiences demonstrating that it is 
indeed possible to teach informatics successfully in primary and 
secondary education. 
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Availability of Informatics Course by Grade:
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Recommendations: Informatics

All students must have access to Informatics courses starting in 
lower secondary education if not earlier and continuing until 
graduation from secondary school. 

Informatics courses must be recognized by each country’s 
educational system as on par with courses in science, 
technology, engineering, and mathematics. In particular, 
Informatics courses must be given the same credit. 

Teaching of Informatics must follow agreed-upon requirements 
that emphasize the role of Informatics as a scientific subject. 

Teaching of Informatics must be undertaken only by teachers 
who have obtained a formal education in Informatics and 
special methodological training.
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Recommendations: Digital Literacy

Digital literacy needs be taught from the early stages of 
education. […] 

Teaching of digital literacy must follow an agreed-upon, 
general curriculum that is periodically updated to reflect 
new developments in information technology. 

Teaching of digital literacy must be undertaken with care 
and sensitivity by teachers who have undertaken 
appropriate training. […] 

Teaching of digital literacy cannot substitute teaching of 
Informatics, the science underlying information 
technology, and must not be confused with it.
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Recommendations: Teacher Training

Under all circumstances, sufficient budget must be guaranteed 
to train and hire Informatics teachers. Only this can break the 
vicious circle of a shortage of Informatics courses and 
Informatics teachers. 

The hiring of Informatics teaches must follow the same standards 
as for all other disciplines. In particular, neither formal 
requirements nor methodological training must be sacrificed. 
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A Prestigious 
Computing Ed Conference 

in Europe
CEd Researchers & CEd Practitioners

Overall goals 

1. To establish a conference that integrates 
a thorough understanding of the evolving situation in Europe 

to develop and target the focus of the conference. 

2. To open the conference to new European communities. 
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We don't need yet another one!

Lots of activity, but fragmented; almost disjoint.
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– Agreement of collaboration with a joint goal: 
– Establish a major conference in Europe by enhancing/recasting 

ITiCSE (and other conferences) – not by developing yet another CEd 
conference 

– A Federated Conference? 
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Upcoming ITiCSE Conferences

• 2017: Bologna, 1-5 July 
– exploring the opportunity to implement an improved review process 

for ITiCSE 2017 
– similar to the one just implemented for SIGCSE 2017 
– https://eventi.unibo.it/iticse2017 

• 2018: Cyprus
• 2019: Helsinki? 

• Next steps 
– Work on future ITiCSE conferences 
– Work to establish a long-term Steering Committee for ITiCSE 
– Potential collocation with other CEd conferences...




